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Abstra t
Unsupervised learning algorithms have been derived for several statisti al models of English grammar, but their omputational omplexity makes applying them to large data sets intra table. This
paper presents a probabilisti model of English grammar that is
mu h simpler than onventional models, but whi h admits an eÆient EM training algorithm. The model is based upon grammati al bigrams, i.e., synta ti relationships between pairs of words.
We present the results of experiments that quantify the representational adequa y of the grammati al bigram model, its ability to
generalize from labelled data, and its ability to indu e synta ti
stru ture from large amounts of raw text.

1 Introdu tion
One of the most signi ant hallenges in learning grammars from raw text is keeping the omputational omplexity manageable. For example, the EM algorithm
for the unsupervised training of Probabilisti Context-Free Grammars|known as
the Inside-Outside algorithm|has been found in pra ti e to be \ omputationally
intra table for realisti problems" [1℄. Unsupervised learning algorithms have been
designed for other grammar models (e.g., [2, 3℄). However, to the best of our knowledge, no large-s ale experiments have been arried out to test the eÆ a y of these
algorithms; the most likely reason is that their omputational omplexity, like that
of the Inside-Outside algorithm, is impra ti al.
One way to improve the omplexity of inferen e and learning in statisti al models
is to introdu e independen e assumptions; however, doing so in reases the model's
bias. It is natural to wonder how a simpler grammar model (that an be trained
eÆ iently from raw text) would ompare with onventional models (whi h make
fewer independen e assumptions, but whi h must be trained from labelled data).
Su h a model would be a useful tool in domains where partial a ura y is valuable
and large amounts of unlabelled data are available (e.g., Information Retrieval,
Information Extra tion, et .).
In this paper, we present a probabilisti model of syntax that is based upon grammati al bigrams, i.e., synta ti relationships between pairs of words. We show how
this model results from introdu ing independen e assumptions into more onven-

the quick brown fox

jumps

over the lazy dog

Figure 1: An example parse; arrows are drawn from head words to their dependents. The root word is jumps; brown is a predependent (adjun t) of fox; dog is a
postdependent ( omplement) of over.
tional models; as a result, grammati al bigram models an be trained eÆ iently
from raw text using an O(n3 ) EM algorithm. We present the results of experiments
that quantify the representational adequa y of the grammati al bigram model, its
ability to generalize from labelled data, and its ability to indu e synta ti stru ture
from large amounts of raw text.

2 The Grammati al Bigram Model
We rst provide a brief introdu tion to the Dependen y Grammar formalism used
by the grammati al bigram model; then, we present the probability model and
relate it to onventional models; nally, we sket h the EM algorithm for training
the model. Details regarding the parsing and learning algorithms an be found in
a ompanion te hni al report [4℄.
Dependen y Grammar Formalism.1 The primary unit of synta ti stru ture
in dependen y grammars is the dependen y relationship, or link|a binary relation
between a pair of words in the senten e. In ea h link, one word is designated the
head, and the other is its dependent. (Typi ally, di erent types of dependen y
are distinguished, e.g, subje t, omplement, adjun t, et .; in our simple model, no
su h distin tion is made.) Dependents that pre ede their head are alled predependents, and dependents that follow their heads are alled postdependents.
A dependen y parse onsists of a set of links that, when viewed as a dire ted
graph over word tokens, form an ordered tree. This implies three important properties:
1. Every word ex ept one (the root) is dependent to exa tly one head.
2. The links are a y li ; no word is, through a sequen e of links, dependent to
itself.
3. When drawn as a graph above the senten e, no two dependen y relations
ross|a property known as proje tivity or planarity.
The planarity onstraint ensures that a head word and its (dire t or indire t) dependents form a ontiguous subsequen e of the senten e; this sequen e is the head
word's onstituent. See Figure 1 for an example dependen y parse.
In order to formalize our dependen y grammar model, we will view senten es as sequen es of word tokens drawn from some set of word types. Let V = ft1 ; t2 ; : : : ; tM g
be our vo abulary of M word types. A senten e with n words is therefore represented as a sequen e S = hw1 ; w2 ; : : : ; wn i, where ea h word token wi is a variable
that ranges over V . For 1  i; j  n, we use the notation (i; j ) 2 L to express that
wj is a dependent of wi in the parse L.
1
The Dependen y Grammar formalism des ribed here (whi h is the same used in [5, 6℄)
is impoverished ompared to the sophisti ated models used in Linguisti s; refer to [7℄ for
a omprehensive treatment of English syntax in a dependen y framework.

Be ause it simpli es the stru ture of our model, we will make the following three
assumptions about S and L (without loss of generality): (1) the rst word w1 of S
is a spe ial symbol root 2 V ; (2) the root of L is w1 ; and, (3) w1 has only one
dependent. These assumptions are merely synta ti sugar: they allow us to treat
all words in the true senten e (i.e., hw2 ; : : : ; wn i) as dependent to one word. (The
true root of the senten e is the sole hild of w1 .)
Probability Model. A probabilisti dependen y grammar is a probability distribution P (S; L) where S = hw1 ; w2 ; : : : ; wn i is a senten e, L is a parse of S , and the
words w2 ; : : : ; wn are random variables ranging over V . Of ourse, S and L exist
in high dimensional spa es; therefore, tra table representations of this distribution
make use of independen e assumptions.
Conventional probabilisti dependen y grammar models make use of what may
be alled the head word hypothesis: that a head word is the sole (or primary)
determinant of how its onstituent ombines with other onstituents. The head word
hypothesis onstitutes an independen e assumption; it implies that the distribution
an be safely fa tored into a produ t over onstituents:
P (S; L) =

n
Y

P (hwj : (i; j ) 2 Li is the dependent sequen e j wi is the head)

i=1

For example, the probability of a parti ular sequen e an be governed by a xed
set of probabilisti phrase-stru ture rules, as in [6℄; alternatively, the predependent
and postdependent subsequen es an be modeled separately by Markov hains that
are spe i to the head word, as in [8℄.
Consider a mu h stronger independen e assumption: that all the dependents of a
head word are independent of one another and their relative order. This is learly
an approximation; in general, there will be strong orrelations between the dependents of a head word. More importantly, this assumption prevents the model
from representing important argument stru ture onstraints. (For example: many
words require dependents, e.g. prepositions; some verbs an have optional obje ts,
whereas others require or forbid them.) However, this assumption relieves the parser
of having to maintain internal state for ea h onstituent it onstru ts, and therefore
redu es the omputational omplexity of parsing and learning.
We an express this independen e assumption in the following way: rst, we forego
modeling the length of the senten e, n, sin e in parsing appli ations it is always
known; then, we expand P (S; L j n) into P (S j L)P (L j n) and hoose P (L j n) as
uniform; nally, we sele t
Y

P (S j L) =
4

(i;j )2L

P (wj is a [pre/post℄dependent j wi is the head)

This distribution fa tors into a produ t of terms over synta ti ally related word
pairs; therefore, we all this model the \grammati al bigram" model.
The parameters of the model are
= P (predependent is ty j head is tx )
4

xy

= P (postdependent is ty j head is tx )
We an make the parameterization expli it by introdu ing the indi ator variable
wix , whose value is 1 if wi = tx and 0 otherwise. Then we an express P (S j L) as
!
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Parsing.

L

Parsing a senten e S onsists of omputing
= arg max P (L j S; n) = arg max P (L; S j n) = arg max P (S j L)
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Yuret has shown that there are exponentially many parses of a senten e with n words
[9℄, so exhaustive sear h for L is intra table. Fortunately, our grammar model falls
into the lass of \Bilexi al Grammars", for whi h eÆ ient parsing algorithms have
been developed. Our parsing algorithm (des ribed in the te h report [4℄) is derived
from Eisner's span-based hart-parsing algorithm [5℄, and an nd L in O(n3 ) time.
Learning. Suppose we have a labelled data set

D = f(S ; L ; n ); (S ; L ; n ); : : : ; (S
1
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where Sk = (w1;k ; w2;k ; : : : ; wnk ;k ) and Lk is a parse over Sk . The maximum
likelihood values for our parameters given the training data are
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where the indi ator variable ekij is equal to 1 if (i; j ) 2 Lk and 0 otherwise. As
! ) is simply the
one would expe t, the maximum-likelihood value of xy (resp. xy
fra tion of tx 's predependents (resp. postdependents) that were ty .
In the unsupervised a quisition problem, our data set has no parses; our approa h is
to treat the Lk as hidden variables and to employ the EM algorithm to learn (lo ally)
optimal values of the parameters . As we have shown above, the ekij are suÆ ient
statisti s for our model; the ompanion te h report [4℄ gives an adaptation of the
Inside-Outside algorithm whi h omputes their onditional expe tation in O(n3 )
time. This algorithm e e tively examines every possible parse of every senten e in
the training set and al ulates the expe ted number of times ea h pair of words was
related synta ti ally.

3 Evaluation
This se tion presents three experiments that attempt to quantify the representational adequa y and learnability of grammati al bigram models.
Corpora. Our experiments make use of two orpora; one is labelled with parses,
and the other is not. The labelled orpus was generated automati ally from the
phrase-stru ture trees in the Wall Street Journal portion of the Penn Treebank-III
[10℄.2 The resultant orpus, whi h we all L, onsists of 49,207 senten es (1,037,374
word tokens). This orpus is split into two pie es: 90% of the senten es omprise
orpus Ltrain (44,286 senten es, 934,659 word tokens), and the remaining 10% omprise Ltest (4,921 senten es, 102,715 word tokens).
The unlabelled orpus onsists of the 1987{1992 Wall Street Journal arti les in the
TREC Text Resear h Colle tion Volumes 1 and 2. These arti les were segmented
on senten e boundaries using the te hnique of [11℄, and the senten es were postpro essed to have a format similar to orpus L. The resultant orpus onsists of
3,347,516 senten es (66,777,856 word tokens). We will all this orpus U .
2
This involved sele ting a head word for ea h onstituent, for whi h the head-word
extra tion heuristi s des ribed in [6℄ were employed.
Additionally, pun tuation was
removed, all words were down- ased, and all numbers were mapped to a spe ial <#> symbol.

The model's vo abulary is the same for all experiments; it onsists of the 10,000 most
frequent word types in orpus U ; this vo abulary overs 94.0% of word instan es
in orpus U and 93.9% of word instan es in orpus L. Words en ountered during
testing and training that are outside the vo abulary are mapped to the <unk> type.
Performan e metri . The performan e metri we report is the link pre ision of
the grammati al bigram model: the fra tion of links hypothesized by the model that
are present in the test orpus Ltest . (In a s enario where the model is not required
to output a omplete parse, e.g., a shallow parsing task, we ould similarly de ne
a notion of link re all; but in our urrent setting, these metri s are identi al.) Link
pre ision is measured without regard for link orientation; this amounts to ignoring
the model's hoi e of root, sin e this hoi e indu es a dire tionality on all of the
edges.
Experiments. We report on the results of three experiments:
I.

This experiment represents a best- ase s enario: the model is
trained on orpora Ltrain and Ltest and then tested on Ltest . The model's
link pre ision in this setting is 80.6%.
II. Generalization. In this experiment, we measure the model's ability to generalize
from labelled data. The model is trained on Ltrain and then tested on Ltest .
The model's link pre ision in this setting is 61.8%.
III. Indu tion. In this experiment, we measure the model's ability to indu e grammati al stru ture from unlabelled data. The model is trained on U and then
tested on Ltest . The model's link pre ision in this setting is 39.7%.
Retention.

Analysis. The results of Experiment I give some measure of the grammati al
bigram model's representational adequa y. A model that memorizes every parse
would perform perfe tly in this setting, but the grammati al bigram model is only
able to re over four out of every ve links. To see why, we an examine an example
parse. Figure 2 shows how the models trained in Experiments I, II, and III parse
the same test senten e. In the top parse, syndrome is in orre tly sele ted as a
postdependent of the rst on token rather than the se ond. This error an be
attributed dire tly to the grammati al bigram independen e assumption: be ause
argument stru ture is not modeled, there is no reason to prefer the orre t parse,
in whi h both on tokens have a single dependent, over the hosen parse, in whi h
the rst has two dependents and the se ond has none.3
Experiment II measures the generalization ability of the grammati al bigram model;
in this setting, the model an re over three out of every ve links. To see why the
performan e drops so drasti ally, we again turn to an example parse: the middle
parse in Figure 2. Be ause the for es ! on link was never observed in the training
data, served has been made the head of both on tokens; ironi ally, this orre ts the
error made in the top parse be ause the planarity onstraint rules out the in orre t
link from the rst on token to syndrome. Another error in the middle parse is a
failure to sele t several as a predependent of for es; this error also arises be ause
the ombination never o urs in the training data. Thus, we an attribute this drop
in performan e to sparseness in the training data.
We an ompare the grammati al bigram model's parsing performan e with the
results reported by Eisner [8℄. In that investigation, several di erent probability models are as ribed to the simple dependen y grammar des ribed above and
3

Although the model's parse of a quired immune defi ien y syndrome agrees with
the labelled orpus, this parti ular parse re e ts a failure of the head-word extra tion
heuristi s; a quired and immune should be predependents of defi ien y, and defi ien y
should be a predependent of syndrome.
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<root> she has also served on several task forces on acquired immune deficiency syndrome

Figure 2: The same test senten e, parsed by the models
trained in ea h of the three
P
experiments. Links are labelled with log2 xy = M
xy , the mutual information
x=1
of the linked words; dotted edges are default atta hments.
are ompared on a task similar to Experiment II.4 Eisner reports that the bestperforming dependen y grammar model (Model D) a hieves a (dire tion-sensitive)
link pre ision of 90.0%, and the Collins parser [6℄ a hieves a (dire tion-sensitive) link
pre ision of 92.6%. The superior performan e of these models an be attributed to
two fa tors: rst, they in lude sophisti ated models of argument stru ture; and se ond, they both make use of part-of-spee h taggers, and an \ba k-o " to non-lexi al
distributions when statisti s are not available.
Finally, Experiment III shows that when trained on unlabelled data, the grammati al bigram model is able to re over two out of every ve links. This performan e
is rather poor, and is only slightly better than han e; a model that hooses parses
uniformly at random a hieves 31.3% pre ision on Ltest . To get an intuition for why
this performan e is so poor, we an examine the last parse, whi h was indu ed from
unlabelled data. Be ause Wall Street Journal arti les often report orporate news,
the frequent o-o urren e of has ! a quired has led to a parse onsistent with
the interpretation that the subje t she su ers from AIDS, rather than serving on
a task for e to study it. We also see that a at parse stru ture has been sele ted
for a quired immune defi ien y syndrome; this is be ause while this parti ular
noun phrase o urs in the training data, its onstituent nouns do not o ur independently with any frequen y, and so their relative o-o urren e frequen ies annot
be assessed.

4 Dis ussion
As one would expe t, our experiments indi ate that the parsing
performan e of the grammati al bigram model is not as good as that of state-ofthe-art parsers; however, its performan e in Experiment II suggests that it may be
useful in domains where partial a ura y is valuable and large amounts of unlabelled
data are available. However, to realize that potential, the model must be improved
so that its performan e in Experiment III is loser to that of Experiment II.
To that end, we an see two obvious avenues of improvement. The rst involves
in reasing the model's apa ity for generalization and preventing over tting. The

Future work.

4

The labelled orpus used in that investigation is also based upon a transformed version of Treebank-III, but the head-word extra tion heuristi s were slightly di erent, and
senten es with onjun tions were ompletely eliminated. However, the setup is suÆ iently
similar that we think the omparison we draw is informative.

model presented in this paper is sensitive only to pairwise relationships to words;
however, it ould make good use of the fa t that words an have similar synta ti
behavior. We are urrently investigating whether word lustering te hniques an
improve performan e in supervised and unsupervised learning. Another way to improve the model is to dire tly address the primary sour e of parsing error: the la k of
argument stru ture modeling. We are also investigating approximation algorithms
that reintrodu e argument stru ture onstraints without making the omputational
omplexity unmanageable.
Related work. A re ent proposal by Yuret presents a \lexi al attra tion" model
with similarities to the grammati al bigram model [9℄; however, unlike the present
proposal, that model is trained using a heuristi algorithm. The grammati al bigram model also bears resemblan e to several proposals to extend nite-state methods to model long-distan e dependen ies (e.g., [12, 13℄), although these models are
not based upon an underlying theory of syntax.
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